BluBubbles provides the purest expression and experience of Sound Art in a multidimensional medium. Our gallery of bubbles, the vehicles for the art, has been developed to connect composers, creators, collectors and audiophiles.
HOW DOES MUSIC REACH AUDIENCES TODAY?

With the exception of select guests at an intimate show, today’s music enthusiasts are unable to fully experience the creative expression of Sound Artists. Most in an audience are left wanting, and recordings have historically provided a two-dimensional experience of this multidimensional art - much like a photograph of Michelangelo’s David can only give a limited impression of the sculpture’s full majesty.

Even the best high-fidelity systems can never impart the same experience as that of the conductor on the podium, the composer in the studio or the fan in the front row. Until today, creators have not had access to a medium that fully translates their art.
BluBubbles has been developed for artists who wish to purely deliver their art without technical constraints. It has created the highest spatial resolution format - Blu 23.1 - to capture and deliver audio without post recording compression. And in addition to this flawless preservation of audio, bespoke auditorium solutions are designed to perfectly replicate an object-based multichannel studio.

Each Bubble contains the precious information of a masterpiece, directly fuelled by its creator. Bubbles are available in limited editions to be performed through certified installations in public venues such as museums, exhibitions and events or in the most discerning private residences.
BluBubbles is a music label based on the revolutionary multichannel technology called LISA (Immersive Sound Art) to produce music with a fully immersive hyperrealistic experience.

BluBubbles invites sound creators and composers from different genres to deliver the original version of their art. Thanks to the artists pioneering immersive creations through BluBubbles, it is now possible to offer the authenticity of a symphonic orchestra, the emotions of a live experience or the intricacies of self-generative music.

Artists perform and create their Bubbles in our 24-channel studios in London, Paris or Los Angeles. They can alternatively capture audio elsewhere before finalizing and rendering in our studios. Collectors and music lovers are also welcome to commission artists for private Bubbles to exclusively experience immersion in their favorite Sound Art.